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No people needed. James Vaugh '08, right, explains the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle to Prof. Bart Selman, computer science, at the BOOM Expo in Duffield Hall yesterday.

**Duffield Showcases BOOM Technology**

By Samira Chandwani
Sun Staff Writer
The next time prelim-cramming and paper-writing starts to take a toll, instead of taking a coffee break, how about relaxing with a game of Penguin Adventure? This latest computer game, designed by Eric Del Priore '07 and Benjamin Sprattler '07, along with fellow students in CIS 300: Introduction to Computer Game Design, was one of many digital technology research projects showcased at the 2006 Bits On Our Mind exposition.…

Sports

**M. Lax Faces Tough Schedule**

By Olivia Dwyer
Sun Sports Editor

The men's lacrosse team has had no time for growing pains this season. The relatively young and inexperienced squad is making its way through a schedule filled with elite programs leading up to the annually cutthroat Ancient Eight slate. "It's helpful to play against that kind of competition, because I think it gives our guys the confidence or the know-how to realize that they can compete at the level we currently stand right now, as a top-10 team," said head coach Jeff Tambroni.…

Opinion

**Conquering King Solomon**

Editorial

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that you need to speak up. Earlier this week, the court voted 8-0 to uphold the Solomon Amendment, finding that the legislation was not in violation of the First Amendment. In declaring Solomon's constitutionality, the High Court has confirmed that all institutions of higher education must grant military recruiters equal access on campus or risk losing their federal funding.…

Red Letter Daze

**A Continent Celebrates**

**DAZE Celebrates Afrika Week At Cornell**

By Elliot Singer
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Before the Coalition of Pan-African Scholars inaugurated its second-ever Africa Week last Saturday night, I had always thought of culture as occupying a unique extension, or at best, representation, of the collective ideology of humanity. Afrika Week teaches us that all the manifestations of culture - music, photography, discussions, cinema and cuisine, among others - are not the result of a lifestyle but rather its literal embodiment.…
Weather

**Weather or Not!**

By Danielle Vollmar ’06

Can you believe spring break is in a week? Time is just flying by, especially for us seniors! Finally, the weather wants to cooperate, too, especially for the weekend. Today, it will be overcast with rain showers likely all day. Hey, at least it is not snow showers…. more
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